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1. Let f(m) denote the number of representations
of m as the sum of
k k-th powers of non-negat’ive
integers.
Hardy
and Littlelvoodf
conjectured
(“Hypothesis
K”) that f(m) = Q(mf) for every E > 0. In the
Chowla has recently
proved1
that, for fixed k > 5,
opposite
direction,
of m,
f(m) #O(l).
In th is note I give a simple proof that, for an infinity
f(m)

(1)
where

> eC1(lW~/lW lo&!WI>

c1 (as also c2, . ..) is a positive

number

depending

Dr. Mahler has just proved that, for k = 3, f(ml”)
that Hypothesis
K is false for k = 3.
2. We first suppose

that

only on k$.
> c2m, which

shows

72is odd.

and (p- 1, k) = 1, thea for ezwy x qb 0 (mod p)
there exists exactly one y (mod @) SUCK that y” = x (mod p”).
‘LENMA

1.

If

‘$I $ k,

Proof,
It suffices to prove that, if y1 y2 qk 0 (mod p) and y1 qk yz
(mod @), then yi” QJ&yzk (mod p”) . Hence it suffices Do prove that zk = 1
(modp”)
implies x = 1 (mod pk).
This is clear, since z@-p’-’ = 1 (mod p”)
and (k, J&-J?--~)
= 1.
*
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Let i”l, P,, ***, 23, be consecutive primes greater than k for which
Let X,
(p-l,
k) = 1. Let A =p1j9s . . . pr, n = A”, B IA, A = BC.
denote the number of solutions of
x, < 72, xj’i- 0 (mod B)

(2)

xlk+...+xkk

(3)

(4)
in non-negative

(x,“+...+x~~l,

= 0

(i=

1, 2, . . . . Ic),

(mod ri),

C) = 1,

integers x1, . . ., xk.

LEMMA 2.
Proof. For each of x1, . .., xI;.s there are n/B values to satisfy (2).
When x1, . . . . xk-s have been chosen, there are (n/B) II (1-p-l)
PIG

values for xkel to satisfy (2), (4). When x1, x2, . .., xkel have been chosen,
zk is uniquely determined mod BC” by (2)) (3), and so can be given
n/BP
values.
Hence
To prove (1)) we now observe that the number of solutions of

(5)

xi <n,

xlkf...+xkk

= 0

(mod n)

is at least
since the same value of xk cannot arise from two different B’s.
there is an m < knk which has at least

Hence

CQ2Tnk--1 1
logpT knk-l
representations as t’he sum of k k-th powers. Now, by the prime number
theorem for arithmetic progressions, pr < c4r log r, and
logn = k (log~l+...+logp,)

< c5r logr,

so Ohat
Hence m has at least e cl (‘“gn/logloga) representations
powers, which establishes (1) for odd 7c.

2.

as the sum of k k-th

3. We now deal with the case in which k is even and greater than
It is easily seen (as in the proof of Lemma 1) that, if p-j-k and
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(p-l,
k) = 2, every k-th power residue (mod pk) prime to p is also a
quadratic residue, and conversely.
LEMMA 3. If C is a product of diflerent prima, each of which satis$es
p+k, p z 3 (mod 4), (p- 1, k) = 2, then the number
of solutions of
xk+yk s a {mod Ck), where (a, C) = 1, is
C” rl (l+p-1).
PIG
Proof. We shall prove that the number in question is the same as
the number of solutions of u2+v2 = a (mod Ck), and by a well-known
result*, this has the value stated. It is sufficient to prove that the
congruences
xk+yk = a

(6)

(mod pk),

u2+v2 = a (mod pk)
(7)
have the same number of solutions for every p ] C. First, by the
above remark, Ghere is a (1, 1) correspondence between the solutions of (6)
withptxy,
and of (7) withp+uv.
Secondly, for any x = 0 (mod p), and
any u z 0 (mod p), the number of solutions of @ E a-u2 (mod pk) and
yk G a-xk (mod pk) is the same, since a--u2 +k 0 (mod p) and a-xk $0
Similarly for any y = 0 (mod p) and v = 0 (mod p). This
(mod PI.
exhausts the possible cases, and the lemma is proved.
Let pl, ..,, pr be consecutive primes greater than k, for which p G 3
(mod 4) ‘and (p- 1, k) = 2, and let A, B, C, n be as in 4 2. Let Sg’
denote the number of solutions of (2), (3)) and

(4’)

C) =l.

(Xlk+...+xe2,

For each of x1, . . ., x~-~ there are n/B values to satisfy (2). For xko2 there
are at least (n/B) Il (1-2~~~) values to satisfy (4’). By Lemma 3, there
PIG
are Ck *yc (~+JI--~) pairs of residues (mod Ck) for xkel: xk to satisfy (3),
and so
&pp$$lfP-‘)
pairs of values.
Hence
nk-l

’ c7 (log &)a’
The rest of the proof now proceeds as before.
* Dickson,

Histmy

of the theory

of numbers,

1 (1919), 225, note *I.
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4. By the same method we can prove that, if a,, cz2,. . . are integers,
and l/kI+. . . + l/k, = 1, there are an in&&y of m with more than
eC(lOgMh!1Wm)
representations

in the form
a,x’;‘l+a,XX;2+*..+@,xk~

(Xj),O).
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